
Advanced EAS/CAP compliance for any One-Net™ / DASDEC™ platform features dozens of 
functional and operational improvements, including Alert Agent™ an enhanced and powerful way to 

selectively process alert messages from a variety of sources and reduce compliance complexity.

NEW FEATURES 

•	 Alert	Agent™	-	Simplified	configuration	management		 	
 using Alert Nodes to keep properties nicely organized

•	 Unlimited	number	of	Alert	Nodes	define	specific	 	
 actions based on event properties and use a simple  
 visual stacking order directly managed in the browser

• Alert Nodes can be ordered and sorted to execute in   
	 user	defined	sequence

• Integrated Node Test tool to verify configuration		 	
 selections and operation

•	 New	tab	descriptions	better	define	actions – Send   
 Alerts, Alert Events.

• New Integrated lexicon editor with preview functions   
 for all Premium Text-To-Speech voices – in any   
 supported language.

• Additional support for: PureCAP™, Omnilingual™   
 Alert Module language expansion and Triveni    
 SkyScraper™ data integration* 

Version 3.0 Software Upgrade

BENEFITS
• Alert Agent consolidates many settings under
 Alert Nodes providing powerful controls for selective  
 message handling for each source, event, and  
 originator – more selectivity covers all possible alert  
 scenarios

•	 Simplified	menus	with	many	functions easily organized  
 under the Alert Agent – less clutter and easier to  
 understand operation

• Integrated Node Test tool makes configuration			
	 verification	a	breeze	–	don’t	set	and	guess	–	actually		
	 test	and	verify	to	assure	configurations	are	correct

• Full compliance with FCC 6th Report & Order   
 governing the EAN codes and immediate NPT actions

• Direct editing of lexicon files	allows listening and  
 adjusting any Premium Text-To-Speech voice and  
 sharing the changes with other DASDEC/One-Net  
 users

• Strong support of initial investment by extending the  
 life of the hardware platform 

VERSION 3.0 IS THE NEXT STEP FORWARD IN THE PERFECT EAS/CAP SYSTEM.



Introduction
The Emergency Alert System has part of the broadcast 
environment for over 20 years and for nearly 17 of those 
years Digital Alert Systems/Monroe Electronics has been 
at the forefront of pioneering innovations in EAS with a 
number	of	firsts.	As	another	first,	Digital	Alert	Systems/
Monroe Electronics now introduces its latest advancement 
with its Version 3.0 (V3.0) software for any One-Net or 
DASDEC platform.

V3.0 is not just a few code tweaks or simple display 
changes, rather it comprises a substantial integration 
of new features, new functions, and improvements in 
response	to	a	wide	range	of	customer	requests	–	and	
as you would expect, incorporation of the latest FCC 
compliance	requirements.	

Version 3.0 users are presented with a new and 
convenient way to manage and master EAS/CAP functions 
with the introduction of more integrated functions and 
tools. All this means with V3.0 on your system you will be 
able	to	handle	the	increasing	difficult	task	of	EAS/CAP	
compliance.		But	don’t	worry	upgrading	doesn’t	mean	
more work. Read on... 

Introducing Alert Agent™ - your ally in EAS/
CAP compliance management
While the the notion of EAS appears easy and 
straightforward, when put into practice a surprisingly large 
number of operational challenges are revealed – and 
those	require	a	much	deeper	and	far	more	complex	tools	
to	properly	manage	these	unique	scenarios.	The	Alert	
Agent is a more enhanced and powerful way to selectively 
process messages. 

The Alert Agent continuously monitors all incoming 
sources; analog – audio/radios, and digital -  EAS-Net™ /
CAP/	etc.	then	takes	action	if	the	input	meets	the	specified	
criteria.  To set the various properties the Alert Agent uses 
Alert Nodes – highly customized and compartmentalized 
means to manage the task. An Alert Node allows simple 
selection of alerting properties – If this type of alert arrives 
from this source and meets these criteria, take this action.  

How does an Alert Node work? Say you are monitoring 
NWS for important weather information, however you 
want to ignore any tests they may send. For example, 
if	the	NWS	source	sends	a	RMT,	don’t	forward	it,	log	it	
only.  Setting a single Alert Node lets you specify the exact 
setting for the monitoring input, so those pesky tests are 
logged,	but	won’t	be	forwarded	as	an	event.	Following	
the same example, however if the NWS source sends a 
TOR warning, forward it immediately.  And Alert Nodes 
monitoring selection goes beyond just analog (radio) inputs 
to ANY of the digital inputs also, so any CAP or EAS-Net™ 
source	can	be	deftly	defined	to	operate	in	a	very	specific	
way – including substituting Text-To-Speech for the audio. 

With	an	unlimited	number	of	Alert	Nodes	available	it’s	very	
easy to completely customize alerting actions for any site.  
And to further simplify things Alert Nodes may be custom 
labeled to suit the user and the handy visual stacking 
order allows the execution order to be changed directly on 
screen	–	no	additional	software	or	computer	required.	

To	help	keep	everything	organized	there’s	an	Node	
Test tool allowing you to “test” activations on any of 
the	parameters	to	assure	proper	configuration	before	
committing changes. The test tool allows complete 
selection of any parameters then shows the Node 
sequence	number	and	highlights	the	corresponding	Alert	
Node. Using the integrated Node Test tool, you can directly 
verify all the settings without having to run external tests 
or wait for an alert just to see if everything works. The 
Alert Node and the Node Test tool immediately display the 
results so you can adjust any of the settings if necessary. 
Since	it’s	done	immediately	you	don’t	have	to	constantly	
adjust some other program – saving you time and 
headache	since	you	know	it’s	right	from	the	start.	

Alert	Agent	also	introduces	even	more	simplification,	
allowing you to create Event code and FIPS code groups, 
and give them meaningful names like Test Codes, State 
EAS Codes, Northwest Region, South Bay, etc..  In the 
past	you’d	have	to	select	each	value	whenever	there	was	
a selection area. Now once a group is made you simply 
select it from a pull down menu, streamlining any set up 
and reducing any errors. With V3.0 any group setting can 
be shared across the entire platform.

With all these improvements how do you put Alert Agent to 
work for you? Simply upgrade to Version 3.0!



Direct TTS Editable Lexicon Editing

An ever increasing number of alerts are arriving in the CAP 
format and rely on Text-To-Speech (TTS) to create the 
audio portion of the message. With V3.0 you can directly 
edit any of premium voice lexicons - including the ability to 
edit and share lexicon settings across multiple units with 
an import/export function. 

This way a community or station group with multiple One-
Net’s	/	DASDEC’s	can	customize	the	language	lexicon	in	
one	device,	then	copy	the	unique	lexicon	to	other	units.	
Save and sharing can provide an excellent means to craft 
the way the Text-To-Speech engine pronounces words. 

Pure CAP™ Support*

Using the PureCAP function an original CAP message 
can	be	forwarded	without	modification,	so	the	exact	CAP	
message received can be relayed to other downstream 
devices – in its exact form and format – for further 
processing. 

The One-Net / DASDEC will respond according to the Alert 
Agent settings, but not modify the forwarded message to 
that device. The PureCAP individual client selection makes 
it	very	flexible	for	those	unique	situations	needing	to	
transfer	the	original	-	decoded	file	for	separate	procesing.	

OmniLingual™ Alert Module Support*

As more and more alert managers seek to better inform 
community members, they are looking for ways to provide 
additional language support. The FEMA IPAWS program 
currently supports secondary languages and Digital Alert 
Systems	has	lead	the	field	in	deploying	multiple	languages	
for stations throughout Minnesota and supporting several 
national FEMA tests. 

Version 3.0 includes support for the exclusive OmniLingual 
Alert Module, which in conjunction with a host of optional 
TTS language modules, provides enhanced multilingual 
alerting capabilities including EAS translation, text, and 
text-to-speech (TTS) in a wide variety of languages. 

The OmniLingual module enables automatic alert 
translation from conventional EAS or CAP sources into 
one or more 
languages — 
including, but 
not limited 
to, English, 
Spanish, French, 
German, Italian, 
Hmong, and 
Somali — for 
EAS text display 
and TTS audio 
conversion and 
output. 

Coupled with DASDEC MultiStation™ software and 
the MultiPlayer™ Discrete 4-Channel Audio Player and 
Program Switcher, the OmniLingual Alert Module allows 
EAS participants to provide different language selections 
for each station or program stream. English on the main 
channel and Spanish on the SAP channel. Or, Spanish on 
the main channel and Italian on another channel. 

Lots of languages - lots of options.

Overall simplification of the user interface. 
Working with the One-Net / DASDEC is far easier than ever before due in part to the substantially reduced number of 
complex	configuration	screens.	The	Alert	Agent	has	both	simplified	the	process	and	made	it	much	more	flexible.	Don’t	let	
all	this	power	fool	you	-	all	these	features	actually	make	it	easier	to	configure	and	operate.
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DVS-644 (SCTE-18) Exception Channel Labeling
Version 3.0 expands the DVS-644 (SCTE-18) information table to 
include names for each of the exception channels. This way you know, 
without a doubt, which stations are on or off without having to consulate 
another source or try and remember which one is which based on 
obscure numbers.  Another way V3.0 make EAS simpler to manage.

FCC Compliance
The implementation of V3.0 provides all the latest tools and features 
for the most up-to-date EAS rules from the FCC. This includes the EAN 
and	NPT	changes	described	in	the	FCC’s	6th	Report	and	Order,	so	the	
V3.0 upgrade is all you need to maintain full EAS/CAP compliance. 

Previous Version Upgrades
Rest	assured	upgrading	to	Version	3.0	will	not	create	any	configuration	
issues	or	problems.	All	previous	configurations	are	automatically	
updated to the new Version 3.0 standard, including the creation of Alert 
Nodes	with	properties	matching	your	old	configuration.	

Once V3.0 is installed you can customize an unlimited number of 
nodes	to	do	EXACTLY	what	you	want.		With	V3.0	you’ll	be	able	to	
better handle the increasingly complex management of EAS without 
getting	mired	in	all	the	detail,	but	if	you’re	a	power	user	unleash	the	full	
potential of the One-Net / DASDEC with V3.0 and and revel in greater 
functional control then any other EAS/CAP system. 

Note: Units with software below V2.6 may require an intermediate 
upgrade to install. Please contact the factory for any questions on 
upgrade capabilities. 

Requirements
Version	3.0	upgrade	requires:

• Any One-Net or One-Net SE
• Any DASDEC-I or DASDEC-II

The V3.0 Enabling Key must be entered at installation time to 
complete the upgrade process.

Contact the factory or your DASDEC dealer today to order your 
Version 3.0 upgrade key and software.

* Requires	separate	license	key	purchase	for	each	option.


